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ABSTRACT 
.. 
This report is part o:r the genel'al project., "Built-Up 
Members in Plastic Design", and particularly pertains to the 
·tests on longitudinally stiffened plate panelso- It gives a 
summary of compression tests conducted on thin steel coupons 
-----) -. 
made .from the material used in the fabrication of the pane.ls. 
The tests were conducted through t~ stress-strain curve 
including the strain hardening rangeo 
In order that the goals of the tests could be adhieved, 
/~- ...... ~~· (-1 t was necessary to develop two new pieces of testing equip-
mento These were a strain gage .to measure large strains in 
the strain hardening range and a device, a cc;,mpression jig., 
wh~h -gave lateral support to the thin coupons o Th~ strain· 
. 
gage proved very effective in the plastic and ·strain 
hardening ranges o 
The test results showed a yield stress in compression 
approximately 10% higher than the tensile valueo The elastic 
modulus was the same in tension as in compressiono The 
stress relieved coupons had a lower yield stress than the 
nonheat~treated coupons in compression as well as in tension. 
The compressive properties obtained in the plastic and strain 
C 
hardening ranges had approximately the same magnitude and 
I , 
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scatter as th, properties obtained in· tension. 'l'h.e values 
or Est and e8 t obtained in these regions compared favorably 
with the values obtained from the tension tests and were· 
more consistento. 
The compressive propei't1ea were round to be dependent 
on the direction of rolling, however, no consistent re-
lationship could be established. 
. -~ ... ~.- -
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1. INTRODUCTION 
At present the material properties or struc.tural steel 
• ' i 
are usually found by performing tensile tests on steel 
couponso In most cases the compressive properties of the 
steel are assumed equal to the tensile properties and hence 
these are used in all caleulat1onso 
Tests were p-erformed on stiffened plates at Lehigh. 
University to determine their strength*. An analysis was to 
·be made to see how theory correlated with test results. In 
order to make the analysis, true properties of the material 
in compression were needed. A comparison was to be made be-
tween the properties (Figo l) obtained from tension and com-
pression tests and if good correlation was observed future 
. , . 
material properties would b·e determined only from tension 
tests, since they are much easier to make. 
. \.. 
The testing was to be performe~ on mate~ial obtained 
from different parts· of test panels, Figs. 2 and 3: 
p 
a 1/4 ino thick plate, ST3B4.25, and a 6 Jr 4.4. 
., 
An. investigation was also to be made on the effect -or 
"heat-treating on the properties of the material and on the 
' 
,, 
dir~ectiona.l properties of the material. 
' 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
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' In order ·that the compression testing could be carried , 
.. 
out, some means of lateral support had to be devised to pre-
vent buckling of the thinner coupons. A description is pre-
sented herein of the development of a supporting device here-
, 
). 
- r 
after called a compression jig, Figo 4. 
" As testing progressed, the scope of the desir,ed properties 
· widened and it was decided to also .obtain the strain hardening 
-strain Est and the strain hardening mod~lus Eat of the. steel., 
in compressiono These values were to be compared with the 
corresponding values obtained from.tensile tests. 
Gages available for compression testing make this a 
difricult taako The gages are either undependable for the 
size of specimens used or else have a limited strain range. 
Other gages such as the Huggenberger strain gage require great 
care, and .even then it is very difficult to avoid human error. 
A survey of available gages was made and it was decided that 
.. 
more satisfactory results could be obtained from an improved 
~ 
version of a gage previously used by Alfons Huber*. This 
gage is called the Hubermeter in this paper. 
A comparison was made between the tests. performed with 
'- . 
the more- commonly used gages and equipment and the tests per-
.formed with the testing equipment developed in·this project • 
. ,:;, It was found that truer yield stress values could be obtained 
- - - - - - - - - -
* Numbers refer to matsrial listed in rererenc,s. 
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f'rem the jig supported specimens. The Huggenberger gageper-
to.rmed the best in the elastic range, while the Hubermeter 
gave excellent results in the plastic and strain-hardening 
ranges. 
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2o c.TESTING APPARATUS · 
I . -
2ol General 
Three majo:r requirements had to be fulfilled tor the 
e:cpupon testing: the· coupon had to be prevented .from buck- .. ·· 
ling, the load had to be applied concentrically to the 
coupon, and a gage capable of giving strain. values. far into 
the strain hardening range had to be usedo The setup used 
to achieve these goals is shown in Figo. 60 The.coupon (1) 
is supported from ·buckling laterally by the compression jig 
(2},1while the aubpress (4) partially helps center the load. 
·The strains are measured by the Hubermeter {3). 
The problem of accurately measuring strains and small 
displacements is a difficult and fascinating oneo Since the 
.... 
movements to be measured may be well below those which can 
be detected by the unaided ey~_, 1 t is obvious that some sort 
~Y'" -"'.l 
of magnification of their effects is neededo The most.ob-
vious solution is to magnify the movements mechanically by 
· a system of levers, or similar meanso To design such a 
system seems at first glance to be easy. If one lever gives 
a magnification of ten to one, then a combination of two 
should give a magnification of one hundred to one and so on. 
Many p.roblems not previously considered crop up when this · 
procedare is triedo Factors such as friction, lost motion, 
the weight and inertia of the gage and flexibility begin to 
~ 
cm6-
.......... 
r 
cj 
/ 
. -
·. 248010 
·. -7 .. 
reduce to a great e.xtent the -reliability and magnification 
power of the gage.. The <iifficulties increase rapidly with 
·the degree or magnificationo 
.Another method of measlll'ing strains is with electrical 
gages o O.t: the electrical gages the resistance type is the 
most popular oneo The theory of the resistance type o·r gage 
is to express a reading as the function of a resistance 
" ,\ .I 
change produced by the displacemento · Each gage length of 
.. 
· ~ wire Q is cemented to the coupon.o The wires cannot buckle 
and need not be preloadedo The cement gives enough support 
so that the gage will respond to_ compression as well as 
tensiono The principle 0£ operation is based on the formula 
for the resistance of a conductoro 
1J -
R = resistance of conductor 
e =C§ilci:fic resists.nee 
L = length of- conductor 
A= cross-sectional area of conductor 
The electrical gages needed-for"the compression coupons would 
have to be of short length and widtho The gage would there-
fore be ffi6re sensitive to local variations of straino Hence 
·. !.!' local yield lines would occur beneath the gage the gage 
would not.be giving the true strain in the whole coupon. 
This makes the electric resistance gage unusable beyond the 
f yield pointo 
----.. ·--·-------.. ····· 
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2o2 Hubermeter .,.. 
.·., . 
As mentioned previously .a gage similar to the one dis-
eu~sed herein. was designed by _Ao Huber in 19510 He used his 
. 
. 
gage to measure co.mpressive strains in the strain hardening 
range in order to obtain the strain hardening moduluso 
The construction or the Hubermeter is based on a com-
bination of electrical and mechanical gage principleso The 
method or design used is given in Figo 60 The graphs in 
. 
Figs o 7 and 8 were used to fix the final dimensions of the 
Hubermetero 
As shown in ·Figo 6, the gage acts as a two hinged 
., 
-. 
rectangular frameo A deflection of the supports towards 
e-ac-h other causes bending moment-a in the beam~ L2 o The 
bending strains are measured by two electrical resistance 
strain gages mounted on ito A definite relationship exists 
between the strains measured on the beam and the actual 
strains ln the coupono The Hubermeter was calibrated with 
a Templin calibrator, Figo lOo · A gage factor e/e* = 320 75 
was obtained which is in very good agreement with the theo-
-retrc-,r11-y ciomputed· valueof 3JoSO, where e is the strain in 
the coupon and e* is the sum of the absolute values of the 
bending strains at the center of the beamo Huber computed 
a theoretical gage factor of 94 and obtained a calibrated 
factor of 850750 
i--,-"· ", . 
, H 
-
.. 
, .. ' . ~ 
,! 
i 
,I 
'-J' 
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The gage was connected to two rods on the calibrator, 
which were displaced a known distenceo The gage factor is 
~- obtained from the known displacement and the SR«:24 readings. 
Figo 11 shows the values obtained from ths calibratoro The 
parallel lines indicate that if loading and unloading is 
allowed, the gage contact points will slip~ 
The deflection of the bases .is caused by the shortening .. ,. .::} 
~ . 
of the gage length of the compression coupon., Loo The change 
): in length is transmitted to the frame by the four contact 
points, Figo 9o 
As the coupon strains, a force is developed on the screws 
which tends to force the gage contact points closer togethezto 
Small impressions may be made on.the coupon to.prevent slip-
ping of the contact pointso These impressions.P -;however, 
should be made very small in comparison to the gage lengtho 
It is evident that the forces at the points as well as all 
other forces, such as gage weight should be kept as small as 
posaibleo The magnitude or rorces developed on the contact 
points at the extreme of the testing range was one of the 
factors controlling the Hubermeter dimens-ions and_, selection 
of aluminum as the fabrication materialo 
The main design problem, however, was to proportion the 
Hubermeter so that a low gage factor could be obtained in 
order that a shtficie~t range of readings could be made on 
4 ' J., ,-
... 
, ·.· .. 
/ 
, 
248010 
• 
the strain indicator in the str~in hardening ~ange. · The gage 
factor varies inversely with the force developed on the screws, 
hence, a design had to be made which most nearly satisried 
both requirements, minimum force and a low gage !'actor •... 
,.. 
Some ot~ factors set limiting values on the gage 
dimensions; the gage was limited in width by the dimension.a 
of the compression jigj Figo 4 and the beam portion of the 
· Hubermeter had to be of sufficient length and width to allow 
for the mountin.g of the strain gageso Also, it was desire.d 
to keep the Hubermeter gage as trim and compact as possibleo 
The weight of the gage should be kept small and concentrated 
as close as possible to the surface of the specimen; ir the 
gage is· "top heavyn, its weight may produce a strong tendency 
to tip i~,-th~reby causing one set of contact points to slide 
laterallyo The clamping pressure would then of necessity 
.- ' . 
need to be increased to keep the minimum pressure adequate. 
It has been found that the strain hardening modulus for 
steel can best be obtain~d in the region between the strain 
hardeni_ng, e8 t, and a strain of approximately Oo005 in./in. 
beyond e8 t
2
• These strains induced stresses of approximately 
lJ,000 psi in the Hubermeter, which is well below the yield 
strength of the aluminum (2024.T-4 aluminum with ay = 47 ksi 
,, 
and EAL= lOx106 psi). The Hubermeter was calibrated at 
this and higher stresses and the gage factor was round to 
remain a constant 320 750, 
.[ 
,' . 
., 
.• 
" 
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. The Hubermeter waa machined .from a block Jin • .x2in.x21n • 
Fabrication from one solid piece was necessary in order that 
the gage act as a rigid frameo Fabrication of the gage in 
parts would most likely have intorduced some lost motion at 
l 
.. joint connectionso The ·gage factor would than vary during 
testing and this is undesirableo 
2o3 Huggenberger Extens.omete:r and ~R~4 Gages 
. . . 
The Huggenberger tensometer is a light weight self con-
tained instrument, relying solely on a compound-lever system 
for magnification of displacementso Since even normal wear 
has a tendency to change the gage factor, the Huggenberger. 
tensometer should be calibrated at frequent intervalso The 
gages used .in the tests were calibrated before each test 
serieso The two Huggenberger gages used in the test series 
were calibrated with a Templin cal~brator, Figo 120 It 
should be noted that the gage factors of the Huggenberger 
gages was not affected by strain reversal. 
Extreme care must be exercised in the use of these ,gages. 
Excessive mounting pressure may damage the instrument knife 
edgeso However, sufficient pressure must be applied to pre-
vent slippage of the contact points un.der action of opera-
tional forceso Despite elaborate precautions in mounting, 
a "lag" usually attributed to slippage is characteristic of 
the Huggenberger gageo Although the lag may be of little 
r· 
I 
J 
' 
. ! 
. ·l 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
.. 
·, I 
-, 
•, ·IJ 
consequence in 1arge stl'ains.,, serious errors may r,esult in 
- . .. ~ 
the measurement or small strains· such as in the alas.tic 
range o Tapping the gage lightly tends to minimize the lag , 
effecto Even considering all the mino·~ disadvantages ot. 
the gage, good i-eadin.gs can be obtain.ad if care is taken in 
mounting and operating ito The Huggenberger gage falls into 
the AoSoToMo designation for Class A extensometers .which 
have a maximum error of indicated stra~n equal to _0000001 
ino/ino Extensometers in this class may be used· to find the 
yield stress and modulus of' ~lasticityo The Huggenberger 
'-
gage .is not very good in the plastic and strain hardeni;11g 
ranges, where -the strains a.re very largeo Frequent re-
setting of the gage indicator is required with the possibility 
,~_.. of ,-~rror.s being introdueedo 
( ,,~~ 
i 
Japanese S-21 i~ electrical resistance strain gages were 
used on some of the couponso They have a:, gage factor of 1. 98 
and a strain range ot: about l 1/2 - 2 percento· The gage 
length is 5/16" and the width is 5/64" o The gage width was 
3/64,v narrower than the thickness of the CP couponso Fig. 15 
shows an electrical gage mounted on a coupono AB-5iHt- gages 
with approximately the same length, width dimensions and a 
similar sirain rangi-were usedo The electrical gages proved 
* Distributed by Metrix, Inco, Walnut Creek, Califo:rnia 
** Manufactured by BaldwincmLima-Hamilton, Waltham 54, Mass. .. 
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to· be ve1!y· difficult to mounto In the elastic r~n_g§--- the 
gages .functioned quite well, however, when the coupon had 
reached its yield-stress the readings were no longer 
r·eliableo 
.. 
2o4 Compressi.on Jig 
The determination or tensile properties or sheet 
materials has already. reached a. high degree o-£ standardi-
za-tion o However, no particular method 0£ determining com-
pressive properties· in sh-eet Materials has gaf'ned accep-
tance to the extent that standard procedures could be 
establishedo 
In compression tests of sheet material it is necessary 
that sufficient lateral support be .furnished to prevent 
premature buckling of the coupono Without lateral support 
·it is unlikely that certain quantities, such as yield 
strength, and strain hardening strain could be obtained 
for thin couponso While of.faring support,·· the jig should 
not introduce any restraint to lateral expansion of the 
· specimeno The increase of: the thickness of the sheet under 
axial compression is restrained to some extent, howeve~, by 
certain types o:r compression jigs through pins, rollers, Ol' 
guideso 
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A survey was made of jigs. previously design.edo · A brief 
description of some of the more important j iga is given in 
order to acquaint the reader with the different types al-
ready usedo A discussion of the advantages and disadvantages 
ot these jigs is also giveno After considering the merits of 
the various types~- a jig was designed exhibiting most of the 
desired characteristicso 
.§ 
' 
· · · · Most of the methods for making compression tests were 
devised in the 1940 1 So One o:f the :-'earlier methods is the so 
! 
i 
called "pack methodn introduced by Messrso c. So Aitchison 
I 
! 
and L. Bo Tuckemeno3 The pack method obtains lateral sUpport 
' 
in the weak$ thickness direc.,tion by means of a sufficient 
number of pieces of the same material stacked on both sides 
or one wider coupon on which the strain gages are mountedo 
• The laminations are cemented with shellaco The outside sheets 
are supported by rods~ which are· braced by an exterior frame-
worko The whole assemblage is loaded during the testo 
Probably the most serious disadvantage of the pack method 
is the high cost o:f machining the relatively large coupon·s 
that must be preparedo Furthermore 1 pack specimens of thin·· 
and strong materials tend to buckle not w~.thstanding r·the ', 
·elaborate supporto The time required to set up the coupons 
in ·the testing machine is rather lengthy because of the large 
number of steel pins that must be individually adjusted to 
restrain the coupon laterally during a testo 
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A cJlinder method o.f testing introduced by Mess1ls o · 
Ro Pranks and Wo Oo Binder requj.res rolling th~ ~heat 
material into a tube o 4 ·. The ends of the tube axae turned and 
· ground preparatory to end loading dur·ing the compression. 
test o Suc·h cylinde:Ps are prevented from bu.ckling locally 
by maintaining; a.",certain maximum diameterCDto,-thick:ness rat·io. 
Primary buckling 1.a prevented by maintaining @1 cert&in maxi-
mum length-to~diameter ratioo The prineip~l obje@tion to 
the use. of tha .. cylinder· method is the cold working ·that the 
.. .. .. '" 
:"° • • I 
specimen mustyund1rgo in forming a, satisfactory cylinder. 
Cold working 1.ntroduces uncertainties in the m@ch&J.:nic@.l state 
of the meta.lo , Metals that have already been cold .. rolled are 
probably not as se~iously af.feotad by the for1ming of' the . 
cylindero Howe~®r 0 annealed~ mild or low~allo7 •teals 
='develop residual .stresses when formed int~ cylin4,rao Anneal-
ing of such eylinde~s may wipe out residual stres•es, but it l 
.. 
~/. , ' :. f 
may change other initial propertieao 
Thin steel sheaths were used by~· Welter to(prevent 
his aluminum coupons from bueklingo5 The cqmpre•aion load 
was applied by means of small platenso The ·main-disadvantage 
or an arrangement ~uoh as Welter's is the numerous screw 
attachluents need@d for his type of setupo Also a sturdier 
setup would be needed for steel coupons and thus does not 
seem to be practicalo 
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Wo Po Montgomery and Ro Lo Templin devised a jig in 
· which· suppoi;tt. was .provided by rows of 00093 ino roller~ 
6 spaced OolO ino aparto It was argued by others that to 
supply the lateral support by a series ot rollers rather_ 
.. than solid guides did not seem to be the correct .. procedure., 
because the rollers might not necessarily turn and because 
they would have a timdency to indent the coupono5, However, 
it seems to the writer that the rollers would hav, to turn 
. ' ' 
since the frictional force that would be developed on the 
coupon would probably be greater ·than the resisting rorce 
developed by the roller on the ·pino Test values obtained 
. using this jig comp~red favorably with values obtained from 
th~ "pack" methodo Although test values from the,Jig were 
good~ it was decided that a jig giving similar test results, 
.. but easier to fabricate would be usedo 
.. "d. 
A fixture for compressive tests or thin· sheet material 
was designed by Jo Millero 7 It consisted o~ two hardened 
steel guides between which the coupon was held by two adjust-
able clampso Miller tested aluminum coupons 1/2 !no wide by 
. 
2 1/4 ino longo His test results were in good agreement with 
those obtained by the pack method and the Montgomery~Templin 
jigo 
A jig similar to Miller's was designed by Ho LaTour and ._,_ ··-.... 
r 
,., 
Do Wolford, for testing stee.l coupons 1/2 in o wide and 2 in. 6 longo The test results-compared favorably with results 
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obtained from coupons tested w1 th the "pack" method and 
Montgomery~Templin single thickness methodo Test values .. 
were· also compared with values obtain ad from short un-
supported coupons and good correlation was observed. This·· 
jig is much easier to f'abricate than the others and at the 
same time it gives reliable test results. 
The LaTour~Wolford jig was·selected for this project.* 
A modified version of it was· designed and :fabric.ated, · Figs. 4 
and l)o All portions of the j.ig were smoothly fin~ihed. The · 
edges of the lateral support blocks next to the coupon were 
, machined with a groove in order that. the Huggenberger gages 
could be attached to the coupons without interference from 
...... 
the blockso The grooves can be seen in Figo 13. The 
movable support block was given skew sides in order that 
support from ·the whole face of the block could be given to 
. ,· . 
flange specimens which have a variable thickness. 
2. 5 Bearing Block and Subpress 
. 
. 
In compression testing, coupon ends should bear against 
smooth finished sur.faceso These sur:races should be as par-·· 
allel as possib~e o It is necessary in compression -·testing 
· that the load be applied concentric to the coupon. Car.rec-
-tions for errors of nonparallelism of the testing machine 
. 
* Permission was obtained to fabricate the jig trom the 
Armco Steel Olrporation who hol.d the vpatent rights. 
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head and bed can be readily made with an adjustable bearing 
blocko Such a bearing block was used in some of the tests. 
" The block is essentially comprised of two hardened steel 
' 
disks one suri'ace of each being out of parallel with the 
other by a definite but relatiyely small amounto The disks 
f 
are mad.e so that when ·one is placed upon the other, with 
the thickest dimension of one opposite the thinnest of the 
other, the. overall thickness of the two will be constant. 
As one ot the tap~ered disks l's rotated upon the other the 
I 
assembly as a whole becomes a tapered dis~o 
It was found, however, that the use of a subpress was 
more advantageous·~ The subpress corrects automatically for 
any nonparallelism o:r the machine head., . However, it does 
not correct for irregularities in the coupono Pieces of 
tissue paper were placed between the coupon and subpress 
when nonparallel coupon ends were indicated during coupon 
I ~--··· ~-· 
alignmento 
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r\ Jo COMPRESSION COUPONS .. 
The test coupons were cut from plates an.d stiffeners 
composing stit'tened plate panels or the research program8• 
As it was desired to investigate the mat.eria.l properties 
. 0 at different angles to rolling, coupons wera taken at O, 
45° and 90° to the direction of rolling. The location from 
which 'the test coupons were taken is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Tables l and 2 give the apeci.fic location of coupons an.d 
. 
. 
their oreintation to the direction of rolling. 
The coupons were o:f two different len.gths, 2 3/8 in. 
and l 1/8 ino ASTM recozmnends that in order to obtain a 
representative 
ments should be 
. ' 
· "'---..where : 
stress-strain 
sa tistied 9 ~ 
G ~b 
G ~t 
curve the £allowing require-
4. 51: ~ L 7 G+2t) 
G = gage length 
b = width or coupon 
L = len.gth of coupon, and t = thickness of coupon 
The above relationships are summarized in · Fig. 14.• 
The flange and web coupons were or such dim.ensions that 
the above requirements could not be met for unsupported 
couponso They had a thickness of approximately Ool2 in. 
which would make the required length Oo54 in. or less. 
This 1s impractical for testing, also the gage len;gth re-
quirement could not be meto Therefore, it was necessary to 
-l 9ca 
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fabricate a compression jigo All 1/4 ino ·thick coupons 
originating from the plates could be tested without a jigo 
Howev~ri twenty~four plate coupons (Figo 15) were·made of 
.such size so as to make the lateral support necessaryo T.his 
was dona in order that a comparison could be Made between 
supported and unsupported couponso 
The compression jig was made 2a25 ino in heigh.to The 
supported coupons extended l/8n beyond the jig, thereby pro-= 
viding suf.ficient length of -coupon~- when t-esting into strain 
hardening was desiredo· 
Coupons were fabricated from original and heat~treated 
. 8 (T~8 and T~9) plate panel material o A comparison was made 
to determine the effects of heat~treating on compressive 
propertieso 
Care was taken to produce no local deformation.a or cold 
working effect due to the machining processo The test cou-
pons were sawed from the spare portions of plates end 
stiffenersjl Figso 2 and Jo They were brought to their final 
shape by a ~inish surrace grinder in bundles of nine to siz. 
In all thirty~eight coupons of 2 3/8 ino length and eighteen 
coupons of l 1/8 ino length were .fabric.atedo Lengths were 
mea·sured within OoOOl ino while width and~ thickness dimen-
sions were measured within.OoOOOl ino 
. ·-
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_ 4o . TEST PROCEDURE 
,;<" 
The test procedure can be broken down into rour main 
operatioris~ cleaning· the coupon and jig., attaching the 
strain gages, alignment or the coupon in the subpresa, and 
finally, loadingo They are discussed in the order of their 
occurrence in the testingo 
First the coupon ends and the bearing surfaces were 
cleaned before placing the coupon in the jigo The coupon 
was given a thin coat of white petroleum jelly and inserted 
between the lateral supports of the jigo The coating was 
given to help prevent the development of large rrictional 
forces on the specimen sideso The adjustable screws o.n: the 
jig were tightened until the specimen barely slid ·between 
the support blocks under its own weighto After a little 
practice approximately the same amount of restraint couid 
be consistently appliedo \4.b.en the aliding·ot the coupo~ is 
not smooth but !erky, there may be foreign matter between 
the coupon and the supportso The lower end 'was then centered 
over the pedestal of the subpress, the excess lubricant 
having been previously wiped off: the bottom of the c·oupon 
and jigo 
If the coupon was to be tested with electrical strlin 
gag~·s; the gages would. have already been attachedo However, 
if the Huggenberger exte:nsometer ·or Hubermetar was to be· 
used with the coupon, they would be attached at this stage. 
-21-
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Alignment could be checked by applying load and ob-
serving the st~ain increments on both sides of the coupono 
Alignment was considered satisf'actory if at a stress of 40 
·percent of the yield stress the strain or any one gage did 
not deviate by more than! 5 percent from the average or 
both gageso I£ a greater difference then 5 percent was ob-
served, the specimen was shimmed up with thin layers of 
tissue paper on the shorter sideo Alignment could be easily· 
performed with the Huggenberger extensometer or electrical 
resistance strain gages~ but would be inaccurate with- the 
Hubermetero If the Hubermeter was to be use-d _the Huggenberger 
extensometers were first attached to align the coupon more 
accura.telyo 
After alignment ~as considered satisfactory, load was 
applied to the coupono The coupons were loaded, in the 
elastic range with a cross head speed of 0012 ino/mino; in 
. . 
____J'the plastic range with a speed of 0025 ino/mino; and in the 
strain hardening range with a cross head speed of 0012 ino/mino 
Ten to twenty minutes was allowed after each load application 
.,for the dynamic effects of the load to fall off o Approxi-
mately twelve load and strain readings were taken in the 
elastic ran·ge, with six to eight readings being taken in both 
the plastic range and the strain hardening range. 
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. 5 o TEST . RESULTS 
The compressive properties and ot.her characteristics 
at the compression coupons are gi van. in Tables l and _.20 
Figo 15 shows one of the coupons which. was tested with an 
electrical gageo Figso 16 and 17 show the l 1/8 ino coupons 
being tested in the elastic and plastic ranges, respectively. 
F.igso 18 and 19 show the 2 3/8 ino coupons being tested in 
the elastic and plastic rangeso· Figso 20 through 23 show 
tension and compression stress strain curves plotted from 
average values o. All the coupons tested from different sec-
tions are represented in these graphso Fi.gso 24, 25, and 
26 show bar graphs or average values of the static yield 
stress o8 y, the strain hardening strain est, and the strain 
hardening modulus Est obtained from the tension and com-
pression testso 
5o2 Coupons From Plates of Specimens Tl through T-5 
The coupons originating from the plates of specimens 
T~l through T-5 were labeled the CP and SP couponso The 
.CP coupons had a length of 2 3/8 ino while the SP coupons 
were l 1/8 ino longo The respective widths were 3/4 in. 
and 1/4 ino 
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The CP coupons wel'e tested at o0 , 45°·, and 90° to the 
.... _ .. !!I, 
~ ~ 
;-. direction of rollingo The average yield stres~s obtained in 
these three respective directions was 410 68 » 4Jo04, and ,.43084 
ksio The directional values of the,. modulus of elasti·ci ty were 
Jlo6xl06 .11 29o76xlo6, and Jlo56.xl06 psi, respectiVely for o0 , 
45°, and 90°0 The average values of the yield stress and 
0 
elastic modulus !'or all the CP specimens are plotted in 
Figo 20 with the corresponding average tension values. It 
might be noted that the variation from the average yield 
stress value was a .:!: 5%~ while the variation from the average 
;; 
elastic modulus value was a!: 7'/oo 
A loading and unloading sequence was· pel'formed with five 
of the CP oouponso It gave an average elastic modulus of 
Jlo7xl06 psi in loading and JOol.xl06 psi in unloading a 
difference or 5%o Three of the CP coupons were tested with 
Huggenberger extensometers; four with S-21 strain gages and 
two with AB-5 gageso 
The SP coupons were tested in two directions to rolling, 
o0 and 90°0 An average yield stress of 43044 ksi and· 
44084 ksi was obtained in the two respective directionso 
The elastic modulus values in the same two directions were 
29olxl06 psi and J0o06xl06 psi, respeetivelyo In deter-
mining the average elastic modulus values, the values or 
18o5xl06 psi and 2406x106 psi from coupons SP-1 and SP-3 
.,., 
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were not usctd sine-a the gages had not tunct!one~. properly. 
All SP qoupons were tested with Huggenberger gages. 
5o3 Coupons From ST3Bli.o25 , 
The coupons originating from the STJB4o 25 were of two 
types, flange and web couponso The coupons were all 2 3/8" 
long, with o0 orientation to rollingo An average yield 
stress or 50o56 ksi was obtained for the web coupon.a and a 
40o30 ksi average for the flange couponso There was a~ 5% 
deviation from the average web yield stress and a! 2o5% 
from the average flange yield stresso The average web and 
flange elastic moduli were 28o9xl06 psi and 29.3x106 psi, 
respectivelyo 
<' 
A stress strain curve of the average values is shown 
in Figo 2lo Figso 25 and 26 show a comparison between tensile 
and compressive values of e8 t and E8 to Ail coupons, except 
on.a, which was tested with\ a Huggenberger gage, were tested 
with~. the Hubermeter o 
5o4 Coupons From Plates T-6 Through T-10 
The coupons designated AP from these plates had similar 
dimensions as the CP coupons from plates T-=il through T-5o 
Howeverj some or the coupons in this series were taken from 
material which was stress relieved by heat treatmento The 
S and SP coupons also had ~imilar geometric dimensions., 
howeveri all S coupons were from stress relieved material • 
..-..:,,. ..... 
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The coupons which were not stress relieved by heat-
treatlll§nt exhibited an average yield stress or 43.38 ksi 
with.a;!: 2% variationo The coupons, oi-iented at o0 and 906 
to rollingg showed yield stresses of 4Je66 ksi and 43ol0 ksi, 
respectivelyo The average elastic modulus for the coupons 
6 was 29o50xl0 psio In computing the average values o:f a87 
and E all coupon test values were includedo 
The stress relieved AP· coupons were all cut at o0 to 
rollingo An average yield stress·or 4001 ksi was obtained. 
In computing the average yield stress the values of coupons 
APc=9 and AP--14 were excludedo· These two yield stress values 
were 7o2% greater than the average and it was concluded that 
to9 much support may have been introduced on these coupons,. 
thus making a load much greater than the true yield stress 
necessary for fielding. 
An average elastic modulus 0£ 29o9xl06 psi was obtained 
for the stress relieved couponso In computing the average 
elastic modulus the value of 26o7xl06 psi obtained for AP-1 
" 
was excludedo This low value like all the~other low elastic 
moduli previously mentioned were most likely due to the 
' coupon not being in good alignment. Fig. ·20 shows stress-
strain curves plotted from average values of the data for 
both types of AP couponso Figss· 24, 25, and 26 show a bar 
graph comparison of average test values obtained in tension 
and compressiono 
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The short l 1/8" coupons.P which were designated the S 
coupons, showed an average yield stress value of 43o7 ksi. 
This was 9% higher than the AP. coupons which were similarly 
stress relieved by heat treatmento The higher yield stress 
values were probably due to the fabrication processo The 
,coupons_ were brought to their final dimensions with a finish 
. . . 
. . 
. . 
sur.face grinder which introduced cold working. The in-
fluence of the cold working easily affec.ted the whole cou-
pon j since they were of small cross~sectiono Hence any 
coupons of small cross-section should be brought to their 
final dimensions by a process which introduces less cold 
workingo 
The average yield stress at o0 and 90° to rolling was 
43o5 ksi and 44o3 ksi respectivelyo The deviation from 
these values was approximately 1 2%0 The average elastic 
modulus for all coupons was 29.8x106 psi. Values obtained 
in the plastic and str~in hardening ranges for the S coupons 
are listed in Table 2o 
All AP and S coupons were teated with either a 
Huggenberger gage or the Hubermetero 
. 5o5 Coupons From 6Jr4o4 _ 
All coupons from this section were at o0 to rolling 
with four web and four flange coupons tested. Two web~~ 
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two flange coupons had previously been stress relieved by 
heat treatmento The regular web eouporis showed an average 
yield stress of 45o9 ksi whil8 the stress relieved web cou-
pons had an average yield stress of 4106 ksio The average 
elastic moduli were 29o25xl06 psi and Jlo7xl06 Psi for the 
stress relieved couponso 
The average yield stress for flange coupons was 40.05 
ksi and J8o05 ksi for the stress relieved couponso The 
elastic moduli values were 29olµclo 6 psi and 28:xJ.06 psi for 
the stress relieved couponso Figso 22 and 23 show stress-
strain curves of the average values for the regular and 
stress relieved couponso . Table 2 gives the 'individual 
values of the compressive properties in the plastic and 
strain hardening ranges for the coupons tested in those 
rangeso ·' 
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6. 'DISCUSSION 
The discussion of the results will cover the directional 
properties of the steel as affected by rolling and heat 
treatment~ a comparison of the compressive and tensile pro-
1 .- ' perties, a comparison of values rrom laterally supported 
an~ unsupported couponsj and finally~ a discussion of the 
" 
·test equipment specially developed for the tests o 
, 
Cold working consists of the plastic deformation of a 
\ metal at s·uch temperatures and at such rates that no re-
crystallization occurs during the processo Under such 
conditions the metal is strain hardened. The rolling of 
steel at room temp~rature is cold working; the rolling_of , 
steel at higher temperatures is also cold working provided 
no recrystallization occurs during the processo Cold 
working is accompanied by an increase in the yield and. 
'ultimate stress' and a ·decrease in ductilityo 
The yield stress of the CP and SP coupons was greater 
by 4o9% and 3o9% respectively, in the transverse direction 
as compared to the longitudinal direction of rollingo 
Howeverj the AP coupons which were not heat treated had a 
lo3% greater yield stress in the direction or rolling than ' 
at 90° to rollingo The moduli of elasticity for the cou-
pons were ~pproximately the same in both directions to 
rolling (0° and 90°)~ From the data given it can be seen 
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that the compres-sive properties are dependent on ~he direc-
tion· of rolling.? howeveri no consistent relation·ship could 
be establishedo Possibly with a greater number of tests 
come definite relationship could be determinede -- Most· 
. -. . ..... 
likely there. would be no great difference in the yield . -· 
strength at different directions to rolling for carbon 
steel. Howeveri it should not be- assunied that -this is ·the 
case for ali st'eels~· ,T,esta· have·; been made''byiothers on . 1 
austenitic stainless steels~ which become quite anisotropic 
when strengthened by cold rolling~ lO However, tests run on 
cold rolled lowc::icarbons,· mild and highc::ostrength steels 
showed only slight variations in the stress~strain charac-
teristics with respect to grain direction which was similar 
to the tests described in this papero It can also be con-
cluded that· cold rolling h~s little if any effect on the 
modulus of elasticity or the metalo This has also been 
11 found to be the case in tests made by otherso 
Heat treatment has the effect of changing the pro-
perties of the material bes.~des relieving residual stresses o 
Two separate groups of heat treated couponsp the AP and S, 
-were testedo The heat treated AP coupons showed a yield ( 
stress which was 802% smaller than similar AP coupons which 
' 
. ,.. 
were not stress relievedo Similarlyj the web and flange 
coupons which were ,,stress relieved showed a yield stress 9.4% 
and 5oO% lower than similar coupons which were not stress 
..•• ,. I''_.•,· .. 
···,- .. 
.. 
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reiievedo Hence, it can be concluded that stress re11ev1ng 
- \ 
~ by heat treatment does lower the yield stress by approxi-
mately 5 to 10%0 · 
The s coupons which were made ~rom the ·same heat 
treated plate material as tn~ AP coupons which were heat 
¢ treated did not show the same low yield atresso The-higher 
yield stress was apparently due to the finish grinding of : ' 
, 
. ' • 1' I · · · 1, 
the fabrication processo Th;e surface cold working due to 
' the grinding easily affected ,the whole coupon since the 
cross~section was smallo The elastic moduli values or the 
Sand AP coupons, however~ were approximately the sameo 
Before comparing the results from the compression and 
. 
. ', ', 
tension testsi a brier description of the tension coupons ' 
. 
and method of testing is presented(B) o. The dimensions of ' I 
_the tension coupons were speci.fied according to the ASTM • • I • 
• 
_standards (Designation Es=8c::>54T.) o .--· A gage length of four 
, 
[ I inches was usedj> and the width of the reduced section was 
3/4 ino , The tension tests were conducted with a Tinius ... 
Olsen Testing machine of 120,000 lb o capacity (the same 
machine.was used for the compression tests)o In each test, 
an extensometer (Tinius Olsen Type S-1) was first attached 
to the coupon arid a load-strain curve was automatically 
plotted until the strain hardening curve was well estab-
lishedo Then the extenaometer was removed and the strain 
readings were taken using a pair of dividers and a ruler 
·· .-. .,~_--··c_,-~~:-:'.:;":"-·.~·~--,,~-:~.;~,J":.-;~,~~;m1!:S:1r.~r~~~?:';i'.,t:ci,•;~.:~·~;':!='f~,;;r.~.1..~.-----· . ·.,.,·:·: .. _,\ : 
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with one hundredth inch divisionso Average strain rate used · 
was Oo02 in/min be.fore yielding a 0036 in/min after yielding. 
The yield property of the material was defined by the static 
yield stress level, that is the yield.stress for a zero 
strain rateo 
All of the compression coupons showed a considerably. 
higher yield stress than the tension. c9uponso The com- .. 
pression coupons from the plate of T~l through T-5 showed 
a yield- stress 7o9% higher than the tension coupons, while 
the web and flange coupons from the ST3B4o25 showed yield 
stresses 9o0% and 7o5% higher, respectivelyo The coupons 
· from plates Tcm6 through Tc:>10 }lad yield stresses 9., 8% and 
10 o 1% higher than the tension coupons for the r·egular and 
heat treated coupons., respectivelyo The greatest difference·· 
between the tensile and compressive yield stress values was 
for the 6Jr4o4o The nonheat treated web and flange. coupons 
showed values 1506% and llo5% higher than similar tensile 
coupons while the· heat t;reated coupons exhibited a yield. 
stress 19o5% and 140 6% higher for the web and flange cou-
pons9 respectivelyo The web and flanges had skewed sides, 
thus it may be that the lateral support was too great on 
' 
' 
. 
certain portions thereby· giving rise to err6nedus results. 
Tests made by others also showed higher values for yield 
stress in compression than in tensiono However, none have 
; 
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shown the extreme differences round in the 6Jr4.4. Com-
pression tests run _by Johnston and Opiia showed a 1. 8% · 
higher yield stress in compression than in tensi.on (l2). 
Their coupons were 3/4 ino thick and did not require a jig. 
The coupons in this test series were 1/4 ino thick or less. 
When material is rolled to thinner thicknesses the stress 
strain characteristics are affected to a greater extent 
by rolling. Tests conducted by Collin ..s and Dolan on car-
bon steel, showed yield strength values from 605% to 8% 
higher in compression than tension{l3). Their coupons .were 
cylindrical in form with a length to diameter ratio ranging 
up to six. 
It has been noted by others that cold working tends to 
produce a gradually rounded stress-strain curve with a 
I 
higher yield stress in compression than in tensi'on very 
likely(ll). 
The moduli or elastic! ty for compression and tension 
coupons were found to be essentially the same in these tests. 
This was also found to be the situat~on in the .tests by 
otherso' 
' ~
The val.ues obtained for the strain hardenin.g modulus 
and strain hardening strain in tension and compression do 
. not _show any definite.relationshipo This can be seen.in 
Figo 260 The average values in compression are both high.er 
and lower than the tension·· ·-values. 
; I 1 
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In compression testing a ·choice has to be made whether 
.. , to use supported or unsupported coupons o Eaoh method has 
its advantages and disadvantageso The short unsupported 
coupons have a tendency to give high yield stress values 
-, due to the smallness o:f coupons and thus a greater effect 
of cold working during the fabrication of the couponso. ::w1th 
. . . supported coupons there is the possibility that too much 
support may be giveno If this occursg the~increase in 
thickness of the coupon under axial load is prevented, 
thereby lessening the axial shortening u~der a given load~ 
Hence~ there will be an increase in the apparent yield 
stress, and elastic moduluso This effect would be more 
serious for thicker coupons (l4) o At high stresses or in 
the plastic range this condition would have a greater effect 
The readings obtained.from the Huggenberger gages were 
generally very goodo The low values of the modulus ob-
tained on coupons SP~l and SP-3 was probably due to the 
coupons being out or alignment in the thickness direction • 
Although the readings appeared good, the misalignment could 
not be detected by two gageso Hence, for perfect alignment 
four gages should be used with the rectangular couponso 
The erroneous values were from the short l l/8 ino coupons 
which were very difficult to aligno 
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. Strain ~eadings obtained from the sa~4 gages gave 
elastic moduli values or 31x106 psi which were rather high 
when compared with values obtained .from mechanical gages. 
However, the compressive elastic moduli obtained with the ,,, 
mechanical gages weFe approximately the same as the elastic 
moduli obtained in tensiono This would seem to indicate 
that the elastic modulus in compression is best obtained 
with Huggenberger or other mec;hanieal gageso 
The Hubermeter was designed primarily for measuring 
strains in the plastic and strain hardening rangeo The 
I gage was used in the elastic range but the readings were 
not very accurateo An especially wide scatter of points 
was observed in the early part of most of the elastic 
stress~strain curveso Thusj the curves plotted with 
Hubermeter readings were not as good as the curves plotted 
from the Huggenberger extensometer readingso It was thus 
' 
round expedient to use Huggenberger gages in the elastic 
range and then switch to the Hubermeter in the plastic and 
strain hardening rangeso 
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.... 
This section summarizes the· results obtaiffed rrom the 
compression testso Any observed property of the material 
is statedo Recommendations on the :testing proce~ure are· 
madeo Advantages of the various testing equipment ar, 
mentionedo 
lo The heat treated coupons tested showed approx!-
. _./ 
mately 805% lower yield strengths than the nonheat treated 
coupons in both tension· and compressiono 
2o Compression coupons showed 8 to 10% higher yield 
stresses than the tension coupons~ 
Jo The elastic modulus of steel was approximately the 
same in tension and compressiono 
4o The yield stress was dependant on the direction of 
rollingj however~ no consistent correlation could be estab-
lishedo 
5 o The strain hardening strain and strain·····hardening 
' modulus obtained in compression had the same magnitude and 
scatter as the values obtained from the tension testso 
60 The final shaping of the short compressio.,n coupons 
was performed with a finish surface grindero This process 
introduced cold working which affected the yield stresso 
Hence!) a rabrication process introducing less cold working 
should be used on co~pons of small cross~section. 
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7o .In compression testing all strain and load readings 
should be taken at zero strain rate. If a· valid comparison 
is to be made between tensile and compressive .values this 
should also be done in the tension tests. . rr 
Bo The Huggenberger gage proved to be the most accurate 
of the gages.in the elastic range, although it was also the 
most tedious to useo Four huggenberger gages should be used 
if possible on the short rectangular coupons for determining 
elastic moduli. The short coupons are· ·hard to align and four 
gages would make the alignment easier to performo The 
Huggenberger gage gives poor readings in the plastic and 
strain hardening ranges where large strains occur since the 
gage is very sensitive and frequent resetting is necessary. 
9o Judging by the rather high values obtained in these 
tests SRce4 gages should not be used in determining elastic 
modulus values o Other Q.is~,dvantages o:f the SR-4 gag·es are 
the time and care needed for cementing them and their costo 
lOo The Hubermeter proved to be an excellent gage for 
the plastic and strain hardening rangeso It should not be 
used in the elastic range, however, since it cannot 
accurately measure the small strains o:f this region. 
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·iJ. 8. NOMENCLATURE 
The yield stress at zero strain rate: "static" yield stresso 
.: \ 
The yield.stress level is the average stress during actual yielding in the plastic range. 
e8 t The strain at the onset of strain hardening. 
E8 t The ratio of stress to strain in the strain hardening rangeo 
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·{T ..... 1 T-5) l f Table lao COMPRESSION COUPON TEST RESULTS to : . 
1 
C 
t! 
Q) 
Coupon_ -Length Area Avgothi.ckness 
~y .E 
0 
Est est ,._, 0 
ino ino a ino ksi {l01ksi) (1olksi) (ino/~no) 
• 
l ;_ 2 3 4 ~ • 5 6 7 8-
• 
~ .. , . . . . -CP-1 20375 001943 002589 ·44041 )Oo53 
CP-2 20374 001944 002590 ~2.02 31.41 
-· • 32086 CP-3 • 2.376 001927 002567 42068 
CP=-4 20376 001929 002.568 41005 28077 CP-5 20376 Ool9Jl 002573 41G74 29077 CP-6. 20376 001935 002581 . 42027 )Oo76 CP~J 20376 Ool920 Oo255~ 44094 Jlo77 OPCC) 20375 Ool9J4 002579 43°35 )lo02 CJb9 20376 001919 002559 43025 Jlo90 
7 ,$P-l 101245 000645 Oo249l. 4Jo41 J.8050* 
·sP-2 1.1295 000643 002490 44<t47 29090. SP-3 lolJOO 0.0645 002491 42032 2406 *" ,~-4 lol260 000638 Oo2/+90 44ei5 J0o1_5. SP-5 lol255 000640 002492 450 2 J0ol5 
·' s~6 lolJlO 000636 0.2~91 · 44;o60 29ol0 W-I 2o37S Ool210 Ool 10 47050 28050 ..... W-II 20374 Ool228 Ool'636 5la20 · · 29oJO Oo465 000180 w-r1·r 2.37i 001290 Ool601 5)o00 28090 OoJ89 000229 .. .. P-I .. 2o)7 001501 002001 40o00 Jlo20 OoJ70 000229 F-II 2.375 0.1465 0.1954 ')905'0 27o0 0.443 o. 0.229 l . F-III 2.377 .0.1492 0.1989 41.40 29.8 0.55.0 O.Ol80 
~ 
. . 
* Nc:>t used in computing average values · __ 
• 
-· 
-.·_!.: 1 
'J 
-~ 
.'.I 
:1 
l 
I 
I / 
.,. 
Coupon 
l 
CP-1 
CP-2 
CP-3 
CP-4 
CP-5 
CP-6 
OP-7 
CP-8 
CP-9 
SP-1 
S\P-2 
SP-3 
SP-4 
SP-5 
SP-6 
W-I 
W-II 
, W-III 
F-I . 
F-II 
F-III 
.- '"' ... . 
\ 
Table lbo COMPRESSION COUPON TEST RESULTS (Tc:sl to T-5) 
.. 
Orientation to 
rolling 
(degrees) 
2 
45 
45 
45 
0 
0 
0 
90 
90 
90 
0 
90 
0 
90 
90 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Origin 
3 
T-4 
T-2 
T-3 
T-1 
T-5 T~4 
T-3 
T-5 
T-2 T-4 T-4 X-4 
T-2 
T-2 
T-2 
STJB4o25 
II 
" 
" ff 
" 
Gage a 
4 
s-21 
s-21 
s-21 
Huggenb er gar 
" 
" ~ s-21 
AB-5 
AB-5 
Huggenberger 
II 
If 
" 
II I 
" Huggenberge:r 
Hubel:'meter 
" 
" 
" 
" 
·,. 
Stress ~elieving 
\. 
5 
None 
" 
.ti 
ff 
" 
" . 
. " 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" II 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
J 
~' 
. ~ . ·~ 
. J 
.. . 
. -
·-~ . 
. ''""· 
--~-·-_--<··········-,---·-
i 
\ 
:-~ 
Table 2ao COMPRESSION COUPON TEST RESULTS (T-6 to T-10) 
~ N ~ 
-r=-· Q:) . 
• 
coupon Length Area Avgothicltness asy :E Eat 8 st .... 0 in. in. a ino ksi (103ks1) (l01kai) (in./in.) 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 .. 8 
. l 
2.375 0.1872 0.2499 39.52 26.70* ' 
AP-1 
! 
? I 
AP-2 2.375 0.1872 0.2498 40.70 29.Jl. 
-~ l ~ I AP-i 2.375 0.1872 0.2498 43.70 28.9 0.814 OeOl.475 -~,. AP- 2.375 0·.1874 0.2502 43.20. 2802 0.621 0001490 I AP-5 2.375 O.l.869 o. 2498 43.80 29.7 0 • .504 Oo01~95 ! 
. l 
.AP-6 2.375 Oel871 0.2499 43.80 29.6 0.464 0.0170 j 
l 
' 
AP..i 2.375 Oel868 0.2495 43040 30.6 0.466 0.01475 .. I I l 
• l 
AP- 2.374 Ool874 0.2501 42.40 30.4 0.509 0.01310 I f. AP-9 2.374 0.1870 0.2498 43.00* 29.J 0.544 . 000135' AP-10 20375 0.1871 0.2500 40.00. 30.4 0.624 0001475 
I 
AP-11 20374 0.1867 0.2499 39.50 29.7 0.604 .0.0166 .. 
I 
AP-12 2.,374 001871 0.2500 40.50 28.0 0.510 0.01585 AP-14 20374 0.1869 0.2499 40.70 30.2 o.ii7 0.01490 I .AP-1 20375 0.1870 0.2500 43,00* 31.6 o •. 95 Oe01550 ! ! AP-15 2.374 0.1871 0.2500 39.80. 31.0 0.587 0.01410 l [ W ..IV 2.375 0.0850 0.1132 40.20· 30.4 0.798 0.0230 t i 
; 
w-v 2.375 0.0892 0.1190 43.00 33.0 
' t 2.375 0.0851 ,; 
l 
W-VI 0.1135 45.8 29.4 . j 
\ 
W-VII 2.374 0.0849 0.1130 [ 46.0 29.l 0.524 0.0169 . t V '. \ 
.·. 
: 
.~ 
.. i·· . ~ 
* Not used in computing &V:erage values 
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Table 2ao COMPR"li5SI ON COUPON TEST 
Coupon Length Area Avgothiclmess 
ino ino 2 ino 
l 2 3 4 
S-I lol26 0~0621 0.2494 S-II lol25 Oo.0621 002493 S-III 1.126 0.0621 0.2490 S-IV lol25 0.0621 002492 s-·v lol26 000622 002495 S-VI lol25 000621 002492 S-VII lol26 .... 0.0621 Oo249~ 
· S-VIII lol26 000622 002495 0 S-IX .. lol26 0.0622 002494 S .... X lol26 000621 002494 S-XI lol25 04>0622 002494 s-x~II lol26 0.0621 Oo2~90 F-IV . . 20376 0.1267 O. J. 93 F-V 20373 0.1193 0.1596 P-VI 2.374 0.1230 0.1650 l'-VII 2.375 0.1250 O. J.67.1 
* Not used in computing average values 
, 
1 
J 1 
Rm3ULTS 
-· ' 
asy 
ksi 
5 
44.6 
4Jo4 
,:45ol 
4ll-o4 
42065 
44010 
43010 
4208 
4308 44ol 
4Jol 
430) 
37.5 
38.6 
39.0 
41.1 
f~'.l/~_iir~:cJ.~~~--.-:-~· .... -.----····-·~--~-.. ·--~·_-~;-,·---~----.. --_ -~--·- ---"'·~·- ,.......,..,...._..,,...--.""-~"'-.... ---·-.. --.. ~,.--, __ .. -~---~--~-~ .. --- ~--~~-;:--------::,~~~ 
(T-6 to T-10) {Cont'd). 
.... , . 
- -· 
... 
E .. E st est· 
(10 3ks1) (lOlksi) (in./in .• ) 
6 7 8 
32.3 0.682 0.012 
30.5 
)lo3 0.621 000085 
290) 
290) 00715. 000115 
29o5 Oo 694 . 0000755 
29o7 Oo652 0001145 
J0o2 Oo 624 ... 000125 
2606 i} Oo491 000114 
28oJ. 0.785 Oo01J70· 
2800 Oo605 0.0.149 
J0o9 Oo4J7 000140 
29.0 
27.0 0.602 0.0180 
30.0 
28.8 0.685 0.0156 
f\) 
-1=9'" . 
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l. 
i 
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l 
I 
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} I 
I 
l 
i 
i 
l 
i 
f 
i j. 
' I' I 
I 
I 
t 
I I I 
l I I ' 
I . ' 
t .I 
! 
; I 
I 
; 
' 
I 
, I 
,·,, 
/j 
:d 
~1 /~; 
::-J 
{l 
·:i 
' I j 
:i 
J 
., 
,) 
~ 
. ~ 
., 
J. 
Coupon 
1 
. 
APOC,l. 
AP-2 
AP-3 
AP-4 
AP-5 
AP-6 
AP-7 
AP-8 
AP-9 
AP-10 
AP-11 
AP-12 
AP-lJ 
AP-14 
~P-15 
W-IV 
w-v 
W-VI 
W-VII 
Table 2bo 
Orientation 
rolling 
{degrees) 
2 
0 
0 
90 
90 
0 
0 
0 
90 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
·O 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
•. 
COMPRESSION COUPON T.EST REULTS 
to 
Origin Gage 
3 4 
T-=8 Huggenberger T-8 
" T-10 Hubermeter 
T-10 
" T-10 
" T-10 
" T-7 
" T-7 
" T-8 
" T~8 fl 
T-8 ". 
T-=-8 
" T-9 
" T-9 
" T-9 
" 6Jro4o4 
" 
" Huggenberger 
" " ti Hubermeter 
.. 
'_/· ,{T-6 to T-10) 
N) 
+:"'" 
ex, 
0 
.... 
Stress relieving 0 
5 
·heat treatment 
If 
" 
·, 
None ., ... 
" 
I 
' 
" " ."! ff 
·-
" 
H 
ff 
heat treatment 
" " 
" 
n 
n ' 
" 
" " 
,, 
n 
" ff 
" . 
":'. . ·~i 
~-
" " None 
" 
I . 
. ·f;.' 
•• 1 \I 
I 
! 
.. i 
' i 
.. 
. ' 
. l 
·-- f 
. i 
,:,·<. _j' 
.,:;" Ji 
·-.:r?-· _, 
' .- }J 
·, . ~ 
: , I 
<• I 
II 
····-I f[tl. 
>! 
fl 
!,'] 
f I 
&(1 
;q 
: __ ::_'._.··.·.·.~---··_ .. ·,.1 Tt: 
t.1 
eii.j 
... 
-'· .;~.-.:~:_-_ 
_ t:-.:.-. 
?> 
J/·i 
.·}_!:.·_·_ 
/21 /., 
(f:I 
~\<J 
NO! 
~{: 
. -· . - ·: ,• . ...::·.; ., .. , ... _ -.··' _, . " •' .. ~ 
' 
Coupon 
l 
S-I 
S-II 
S-III 
S-IV 
s-v 
S-VI 
S-VII 
S-VIII 
S-IX. _ 
s-x 
·s~XI 
S-XII 
F-IV. 
Fe•V 
F-VI 
F-VII 
. . 
Table 2bo COMPRESSION COUPON TEST Hl!SULTS (T-6 to T-10) (Cont'd) 
Orientation to 
rollin.g ;.. 
' (degrees) Origin Gage Stress relieving 
2 3 4 5 
90;, J T-9 Huggenberger heat treatment 
90 " " ti If 90 " Hubermater II " 0 
" Huggenberger " " . 0 ~ .. 
'' Huberme-ter, 
§,-
" " 
'i 
\ 
' 0 ., ff 
" 
1t 
" 0 
" " 
H 
" 0 
" " " " 0 
" " " " 0 T-8 
" 
fl 
" 0 ff 
" " 
II 
.. 0 
" 
It ti ff 
0 6Jr.4.4 Huggenberger 
" 
II 
0 
" Hubermete:r " " 0 
" Huggenber ger- None 0 
" 
tr 
" 
• 
.•i· 
.l 
'· 
·' 
\ J. 
" 
~.·. 
0:, 
0 
.... 
0 
I 
• I . 
......... 
17-·· U,, .. 
Table Jo TENSION COUPON TEST REULTS {T-1 to T-5) 
- . 
t_,._ • ~ Cou:eons ~ 
=-- - ·-·- ...J _, - .., • ,_. Taken Designs tion E Est 8 st · % Reduc:t o 0 .from crsy au 
... ,,, ___ -
(ksi) {~si} . (103 kai) ·{103 ksi) £inoL1no l Elongation of Area l 2 3 4 .. -5 -6 7 8 9 
. 0 
..... 
·r 
31.3 6I.6 \ . I. Pc-1 J9.8 60.2 30.7 - - r 
161.3 I Pc-2 38.8 59o9 27.9 0.701 00022 30.3 I 
'1 
Pc-J 58.4 · 28.2 
- 28.0 60.4· - .... iJ Pl.ate Pc-4 3906 59.3 28.9 0.542 0.030 33.1 59.2 I 
'I 
I Pc-5 t6:tt 60o4 30.0 - - )OoO 58.~ r Pc-6 60ol 2809 0.555 0.015 
" 
33 •. 0 60. 3908 59o4 ~9.4 , 0.,630 0~018 .4 33.4 62~~ Pc-7 Average J9o7 59.7 29ol Oo607 Oo02l ,,31.3 60.o 
59.5, 36.2* _. 58. 7 . Fc-1 39.2 - - 31.3 
·1 Fo-2 36.4 56.9 30.5., 2a.g I 58. 9 .· I - -
I 
Sti:f.fener Fc-l J6oJ 56o9 31.1 - - 31. 58.6 ~ ~~. 0.828 I ,1a-nge :re- J7o) 5807 31.3 0.016 30.1 . 61.2 Fc-·5 38.4 59.4 30.7 0.689 0.017 29.7 6.3.0 AvePage 37.5 58.3 30o9 0~759 0.017 30.2 60.l 
l -
', 
' Wc-1 47.0 63.7 29.2 
- - 22.B 54.3 Sti.f:Cener Wc-2 ,J 45.5 63.4 31.2 0.590 0.020 23.8 51.6 Web Wc-3 46.6 63.1 30.7 0.600 0.022 22.5 
_51.6 . 1 \ Average 46.4 63.4 30.4 0.59s 0.021 23.0 52.5 
.. 
. , .. · . 
..i::r• ' Weighted ..Average 40.0 59.9 .29.6 0.632 0.020 $9.6 ·O' 30.2 
* 
This value not .. was used in obtaining the average E :1 . ., 
' 
[ ~ 
I 
' .. 
I _, 
,I 
~ 
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Subscript I for members 
AB 8a CO 
(/ 
Subscript 2 for member BC 
E = coupon strain 
·EA = elastic modulus of 
aluminum 
* E = sum of absolute 
bending strains 
a • gage factor 
The gage factor a is obtained by connecting one SR -4 QaQe as the active and the 
other as the dummy gage. Temperature changes have a negligible effect on strain 
readings ; for example o 10° F temperature change gave an E* = 0.000006 on the 
Hubermeter designed. 
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